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NATURAL GAS & POWER MARKET REPORT FOR JULY 7, 2011
NATURAL GAS MARKET NEWS
North America
Generation Outages
The NRC reported this morning that some 94,300 Mw of nuclear generation was
Goldman Sachs increased slightly its
online, down 0.1% from yesterday and 1.4% below levels recorded a year ago.
price forecast for U.S. natural gas
prices by 25 cents. The investment bank now expects U.S. spot natural gas prices to average $4.13
for the remainder of this year. The bank though left unchanged its price forecast for 2012 at $4.25.
Morgan Stanley late yesterday released their latest commodity price outlook. While the investment
bank remains bullish on oil, particularly in the second half of the year, it remains bearish on natural gas
prices. The negative view on natural gas prices is based on continued robust domestic production of
natural gas and the expectation of a narrowing of the year on year storage deficit in the weeks ahead.
The National Hurricane Center this morning was watching two
areas of interest. The first was an area of cloudiness and
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tropical cyclone development over the next 48 hours. The
system is expected to come ashore along the Florida panhandle by this weekend. The other system is
an area of disturbed weather associated with a tropical wave centered some 500 miles east-southeast
of the southern Windward Islands. Forecasters see only 10% chance of further development and this
system appears will impact only the
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be watched for development next week.
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The U.S. Climate Prediction Center said today that the La Nina weather condition could possibly be
revived this autumn. The CPC in its monthly report noted that wind circulation consistent with La Nina
was persisting in the central Pacific Ocean where the anomaly is usually first found. The CPC noted
the chances have thus increased of its return but that most computer models indicate the current
neutral conditions will persist into 2012.
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International
Goldman Sachs in their commodity
research note to clients said it
sees ongoing tightening of LNG
markets will lead to rising UK gas
prices and result in a reconnection
of the spot gas market to the oilindexed longer term prices in
Europe. The bank also looks for
further increases in commodity
returns later this year and into
2012 and as a result is maintaining
an overweight long position in
commodities.
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Chubu Electric Power, Japan’s
third-biggest power company, said
on Thursday it expects to secure
all its additional fossil fuel needs
for the business year ending next
March to make up for lost output for its sole Hamaoka nuclear plant. The utility said it expects to
secure an additional 3.2 million tons of LNG, mainly from Qatar, and 1.3 million kiloliters of oil from oil
firms and trading houses.

Polish state gas operator Gaz System is very likely to build a gas link with Lithuania at a cost of about
1 billion zlotys ($362 million), Gaz System head Jan Chadam said on Thursday. The company said
earlier it was looking into the feasibility of the project and that no final decisions were made. Gaz
System wants the link, which could have a capacity of 4-5 billion cubic meters, to become a part of the
European Union’s push to better integrate Europe’s energy markets. The link could be ready as soon
as 2017. Poland wants to
develop its connections with
neighboring countries to help
diversify its gas supplies away
from Russia, from which it
gets nearly all imported gas,
which covers two-thirds of the
country’s needs. It aims to cut
Russia’s share in imports to
about 40 percent thanks
mainly to a planned LNG
terminal but also by increasing
gas links between the EU’s
largest
ex-communist
economy and its western and
southern neighbors.
Al Utouriya LNG tanker, which
has a 216,000 cubic meter
capacity, is expected to arrive
at Britain’s Isle of Grain
terminal on July 13, according to AIS Live ship tracking data on Reuters. The Maersk Marib LNG
tanker, which has a 166,000 capacity, is expected to arrive at the terminal on July 19.

ELECTRIC MARKET NEWS
The Edison Electric Institute estimated that for the week ending July 2, 2011, power production in the
United States totaled 82,798 Gwh, down 0.5% from the prior week and some 1.4% less than the same
week a year ago.
Tokyo Electric Power Co said Thursday that it stopped the cooling system for a reactor at the
Fukushima Daini power plant in Fukushima Prefecture for thee and a half hours due to an electrical
system problem,
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around
5:30 pm to shortly past 9 pm while Tepco, the operator, looked into why sparks came from a power
panel at a building adjacent to that housing the reactor. Temperatures for the reactor and the fuel
storage pool are believed to have risen slightly from about 25 C to 35 C and from 26 C to 27 C,
respectively during the suspension. The reactor and the pool must be kept cooled because nuclear
fuel inside them emits heat as it decays, even though the reactor has gone offline and has been
brought into a stable condition called “cold shutdown” following the March earthquake and tsunami.
The other three reactors at the Fukushima Daini plant located to the south of the crisis-hit Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear power complex, have also been in cold shutdown-mode since the disasters.
The US Environmental Protection Agency finalized a rule that will cap emissions of certain pollutants
from coal-fired power plants on Thursday. The rule would affect plants in 27 eastern and Midwestern
states. It included Texas, which was expected to be a late addition and was the subject of last-minute
lobbying in recent days. The rules would require reductions in the emissions of sulfur dioxide and
nitrogen oxide that cross state lines, beginning as early as January 2012. The pollutants react in the
atmosphere and contribute to smog and soot, which are linked to health problems, EPA said.
Combined with other pending federal regulations, the rule could lead utilities to close aging coal plants.
Supporters said the rule’s economic and health benefits far outweigh its costs. But the agency is
under fire from the coal industry, manufacturers, and other groups that are lobbying to slow or stop its
regulatory agenda, saying it would do economic damage. The groups have targeted several rules
including a proposal related to ground-level ozone standards, which the agency has put off three times
but a decision is due this month. The agency also issued a new proposal Thursday that would require
Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Oklahoma, and Wisconsin to reduce nitrogren oxide emissions
during the summer. Overall, the final rule would reduce emissions slightly more than its original
proposal—sulfur dioxide would be reduced by 73% and nitrogen oxide by 54% from 2005 levels by
2014 (better than 71% and 52% respectively).
Japan’s government scrambled to assure the wary public on Thursday that stress testing nuclear
reactors did not call into question their safety after confusion over the plan threatened to delay the first
restart of reactors since the March 11 earthquake triggered a radiation crisis. Wednesday’s
announcement of planned tests prompted the mayor of the southern town of Genkai, who had
accepted earlier safety assurances, to call off a planned restart of two reactors at a local plant run by
Kyushu Electric Power 9508. The government has hoped that Genkai’s approval would encourage
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other communities to give a green light to reactor restarts and help avert crippling power blackouts at a
time when the Japanese economy is still recovering for the post-quake slump. Trade Minister Banri
Kaieda told reports stress tests would serve as an additional assurance, suggesting, but not saying
explicitly, that local officials did not have to wait with their decisions for the test results.
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An official at Japan’s
Nuclear
and
Industrial
Safety
Agency that is due to
oversee the tests,
quoted by the Kyodo
agency was more
direct,
telling
residents of another
town
hosting
a
nuclear plant that it
could be restarted
without a stress test.
Kaieda, who took the
blame
for
the
confusion, indicated
he was prepared to
resign, but that this
was not the right time
to do so, “I’ll take
responsibility when a
time comes…But for
now I need to tackle

the tasks that are piling
up.”
Kaieda’s departure
would add to problems
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energy but says restarting
reactors is essential to meet peak energy demand, and hoped the tests would ease the public mistrust
of the nuclear industry. That backfired however, and sowed confusion among local governments,
prompting investors to sell utility stocks out of fear that the tests could lead to prolonged shutdowns
forcing power companies to depend more on costly imported fuels. Shares of Genkai plant operator
Kyushu Electric Power Co fell 7.5 percent, while Kansai Electric Power Co was down 8.4 percent. The
tests will use simulations to confirm how well each reactor could withstand a severe event such as the
March earthquake and tsunami that triggered meltdowns at Tokyo Electric Power Co’s Fukushima
plant.
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ECONOMIC NEWS
The US Labor Department
said the number of new
ERCOT
claims for unemployment
benefits fell more than
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3,681,000 in the week
th
ending June 25 .
The
unemployment rate for
workers
with
unemployment insurance
fell to 2.9% in the week ending June 25th compared with the previous week’s revised rate of 3%.
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According to ADP, private businesses added more jobs in June than expected. The number of private
sector jobs in the US increased by 157,000. Economists had expected ADP to report a gain of 95,000
jobs last month. The May data was revised lower to show an increase of 36,000 compared with the
previously reported 38,000.
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European Central Bank
President
Jean-Claude
Trichet said there are
downside risks to growth.
This followed the ECB’s
decision
to
increase
interest rates by 25 basis
points to 1.5%. It was the
second time the ECB
raised interest rates this
year.

MARKET COMMENTARY
The natural gas market
80
plunged lower following
the release of the EIA
storage
report
this
morning, pushing the spot
contract through the a three month trend line and the 200 day spot contract moving average. Prices fell
to a new three month low, with the August contract falling all the way to $4.064 before stabilizing and
bouncing back and retracing some 50-62% of the post report release sell off.
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While overnight both Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs released bullish price forecasts for oil, both
investment banks though maintained their negative outlook for natural gas prices. The underlying
focus of these bearish gas outlooks seems to be the underlying strength of domestic production levels
and thus the anticipated closing of the year on year deficit in stocks basis the weekly EIA storage
report in the coming weeks.
With the relatively positive economic news released today that lent support to the oil markets, we feel
that in coming days this should potentially help support natural gas prices or at least prevent a further
hard sell off in values. We would thus not recommend establishment new shorts down at these levels
but potentially look at the purchase of some out of the money calls looking for a tropical weather threat
to bring these options back into the money. As a point of reference the September $4.50 calls settled
tonight at 7.6 cents with the October $4.50 calls settling at 14.7 cents.
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